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STATUTORY INSTRUMENTS

1998 No. 3269

The Tyne and Wear Passenger
Transport (Sunderland) Order 1998

PART IV
MISCELLANEOUS AND GENERAL

Provisions as to use of electrical energy

37.—(1)  The following provisions of this article shall apply to the use of electrical energy for
the purposes of the railways comprised in the authorised works.

(2)  The undertaker shall employ either insulated returns or uninsulated metallic returns of low
resistance.

(3)  The undertaker shall take all reasonable precautions in constructing, placing and maintaining
its electric lines and circuits and other works and also in working the railways comprised in the
authorised works so as to—

(a) minimise the discharge of electrical currents into the ground; and
(b) avoid injuriously affecting by fusion or electrolytic action any electric lines or any gas

or water pipes, or other metallic pipes, structures or substances, or injuriously interfering
with, or with the working of, any wire, line or apparatus used for the purpose of
transmitting electrical energy or of telecommunications, or the currents in any such wire,
line or apparatus.

(4)  The undertaker shall be deemed to take all reasonable and proper precautions against
interference with, or with the working of, any wire, line or apparatus if and so long as it uses—

(a) at the option of the undertaker, insulated returns or uninsulated metallic returns of low
resistance, and

(b) such other means of preventing injurious interference with, and with the working of, the
electric wires, lines and apparatus, as may be specified by the Secretary of State (and in
specifying such means the Secretary of State shall have regard to the expense involved in
relation to the protection afforded).

(5)  The provisions of this article shall not give any right of action in respect of injurious
interference with, or with the working of, any electric wire, line or apparatus, or the currents therein,
unless, in the construction, erection, maintaining and working of such wire, line and apparatus,
all reasonable and proper precautions, including the use of an insulated return, have been taken to
minimise injurious interference therewith, and with the currents therein, by or from other electric
currents.

(6)  In this article, reference to an insulated return includes reference to a return by means of a
combined neutral and earth cable which is covered by an insulated sheath suitable for protection
against corrosion.
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